Migration Plugin - Issue #6853
When a repo is only specified among distributor_repository_ids, distribution is not created for it
05/28/2020 03:06 PM - ttereshc
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Description
Pulp 2 setup
repo rpm_unsigned with content
repo empty with no content (it's important that it's empty, otherwise you'll hit a known bug which I can't find - will file it)
2 yum_distributors, one for each.
Migration plan
{
"plan": {
"plugins": [
{
"type": "rpm",
"repositories": [
{
"name": "rpm_unsigned",
"repository_versions": [
{
"pulp2_repository_id": "rpm_unsigned",
"pulp2_distributor_repository_ids": [
"rpm_unsigned",
"drpm"
]
}
]
}
]
}
]
}
}
Expectations
In Pulp 3, there will be one repo, one repo version, one publication and two distributors.
Actual results
One repo, one repo version, one publication and one distributor (for rpm_unsigned distributor).
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Consider all repos present in the plan, not only the ones to migrate.
We need to go through all repos mentioned in the plan in case importers' or distributors' repos are not being migrated. Otherwise, such importers and
distributors are ignored and not migrated.
closes #6853 https://pulp.plan.io/issues/6853
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- Sprint set to Sprint 73
#3 - 05/28/2020 03:26 PM - ttereshc
- Description updated
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Applied in changeset pulp:pulp-2to3-migration|65c6db4c17e0715e6e2d2bd1b7db47b21d01c81c.
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